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Atomic Orbital Model Set

Description

Atomic Orbital Model Set 

Each kit comes in a durable storage case with compartments for segregation of parts. 

These 'original' models have been used by thousands of students worldwide and are renowned for
their ease of use. 

Excellent quality models produced from precision engineered moulds and materials.  

Each kit comes in a durable storage case with compartments for segregation of parts. 

They can be used by students at all levels, to represent simple substances right throught to more
complex structures like Buckminsterfullerene and ionic lattices. 

The joining pieces are carefully designed to ensure models are firmly constructed so they can be
passed around during the lesson without fear of falling apart. 

Atomic Orbital Model Set Manufacturer India, Atomic Orbital Model Set Exporters, Atomic
Orbital Model Set, Buy Atomic Orbital Model Set Online India, Atomic Orbital Model Set
Suppliers, Didactic, Didactic Atomic Orbital Model Set, Educational Equipment.  
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more complex structures like Buckminsterfullerene and ionic lattices. The joining pieces are carefully
designed to ensure models are firmly constructed so they can be passed around during the lesson
without fear of falling apart. Atomic Orbital Model Set Manufacturer India, Atomic Orbital Model Set
Exporters, Atomic Orbital Model Set, Buy Atomic Orbital Model Set Online India, Atomic Orbital
Model Set Suppliers, Didactic, Didactic Atomic Orbital Model Set, Educational Equipment.", "brand":
"Jlab Export", "sku": "5", "gtin8": "5", "gtin13": "5", "gtin14": "5", "mpn": "5", "aggregateRating": {
"@type": "AggregateRating", "ratingValue": "5", "bestRating": "5", "worstRating": "0", "ratingCount":
"5" } } 
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